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1.1 Overview to Import Professional Software Serials

Professional Software is a library automation package found in the health science market.  It has 
a module for serials management.  This document describes how to 'export' the serials holdings 
from Professional Software (hereinafter PS) and then import the data into CyberTools for 
Libraries.  

The CyberTools catalog must have the MARC bibs present and initialized for Serial Management 
(i.e., MARC bib tag 949 $a SERIAL).  If your library holdings are in DOCLINE's SERHOLD, then 
please first execute the CyberTools Serials function [Import SERHOLD Data].  

PS does not have a formal export function for serials.  Instead, you need to shunt the report titled 
"LIST OF ISSUES RECEIVED DURING SPECIFIED PERIOD" to a file.  The CyberTools Serials 
function [Import Professional Software Serial Holdings] will convert this PS report to CyberTools 
holdings.  

For the option "Source of the file" select the radio button Workstation.  Identify the file via the 
resulting pop-up file Browser. Upon returning select [1. Import File] button.  The software will copy 
the file from the workstation to the server, and then automatically proceed to the function 
[2. Matching Report].  

Because PS is not an integrated library system, the PS titles are often incorrect.  CyberTools 
matches the PS titles to its catalog' s MARC bibs' tag 245 subfield a or subfield a concatenated 
with subfield b.  Both the PS titles and MARC titles are normalized to remove punctuation, non-fill 
characters (i.e., leading a, an, or the), and diphthongs to increase the chances of a match. 



Here is an example of a Matching Report:  

 Problem titles that do not match:  
  
     ABDOMINAL IMAGING 
     ABSTRACTS OF CRITICAL CARE GUIDELINES 
     ACOG UPDATE <snip> 
  
 Problem titles that match more than once:  
  
     ADVANCES IN PEDIATRICS 
       MARC# 152   Advances in pediatrics.  
       MARC# 4981  Advances in Pediatrics 
  
     CLINICS IN DEVELOPMENTAL MEDICINE 
       MARC# 153   Clinics in developmental medicine.  
       MARC# 5905  Clinics in developmental medicine. <snip> 
  
 Good titles that match once:  
  
     AAOHN JOURNAL 
       MARC# 312   AAOHN journal :  
  
     ACADEMIC MEDICINE 
       MARC# 5897  Academic medicine : <snip> 
  
Matching Report's "Problem titles that do not match:" implies that there are no MARC bibs with a 
245 $a or $a concatenated with $b for these PS titles.  If the title really is in the catalog you can 
force a match by editing the PS report to have the MARC bib 245 $a value (be careful not to 
change the layout of the PS Report or the import will fail), and then import the PS report again. 
Or, you can edit the MARC bib to match the corrupt PS title, and run the function 
[2. Matching Report] again to match.  If you select the latter method, please restore the correct 
title once the conversion is done.  Only resolve titles that you want to convert.  These problem 
titles will be ignored by the function [3. Update Holdings].  

Matching Report's "Problem titles that match more than once:" are conditions that can be 
resolved by either removing the duplicate bibs or editing the duplicate bibs' MARC 245 $a values 
so that they don't match (but please restore the correct titles once the conversion is done).  If you 
change a MARC bib then you can run the Import PS Serial Holdings function [2. Matching Report] 
again, and you will get a new report reflecting any title changes you have made.  Conversely, if 
you change the report then it must be imported again.  Only resolve titles that you want to 
convert.  These problem titles will be ignored by the function [3. Update Holdings].  
  
Matching Report's "Good titles that match once" is the condition that is needed to load the 
holdings. 

After you are satisfied with the Matching Report, select function [Update Holdings].  This function 
will load the holdings into the serials database for the titles in "Good titles that match once".  All 
other titles are ignored.  When [Update Holdings] is finished, an Exception Report is displayed. 
This report may be redisplayed later by running function [4. Exceptions]. Here is an exception 
report example:  
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  JOURNAL OF ALLERGY AND CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGY 
  Volume  Date       Issue     Exception 
  12      12/31/02   S::SUP:   No Issue value 
  
 JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE 
  Volume  Date       Issue     Exception 
  42      05/31/01   S:5:S:    Already in database as item 20917 
  
Here are the errors that can be reported:  

Error "Already in database as item" occurs if the holding is currently in the database.  

Error "Bad issue value and no volume number" occurs for titles with running issues (e.g., Lancet 
or Nature) when PS does not report the volume and CyberTools cannot find the running issue in 
its conversion database. 

Error "Can't map running issue" means CyberTools cannot interpolate the running issue to an 
issue number relative to the beginning of the volume.  This is a value that CyberTools needs.  

Error "Claimed as item" will show the claimed item.  

Error "No Issue value" means the holding items, typically a supplement, lacks an issue number 
and CyberTools cannot chronologically associate the holding with an issue.  Parts and 
supplements need to be linked with specific issues.  If the software cannot match a part or 
supplement with a corresponding discrete issue, then this error is flagged, and the part or 
supplement is not loaded.  The software attempts to match by using the "Cover Date" field in the 
report, and also by looking for the issue number as part of the Issue field on the report.  

All of these errors are best resolved manually in the CyberTools catalog after the PS conversion. 
Use Serials->Item Edit to correct existing items.  Use Serials->Add Holdings to add rejected PS 
issues.  

Please note that the conversion will not duplicate issues.  Therefore, if an issue was manually 
added to the database prior to the conversion, it will not be affected by the conversion because 
the PS issue will be rejected.  

You cannot harm the database be running any of these functions more than once.  

Consider importing a fragment of the PS report to start.  Simply copy the PS report and remove 
most of the data, e.g., just leave the first few titles and their holdings.  Try the import.  If it is 
successful, then remove the imported data from the PS Report and import the remaining report. 
Be careful not to change the format of the report, including all of the report's page headers or any 
blank lines.  

Lastly, run the conversion first thing in the morning before any library staff use your catalog.  If 
you are unhappy with the conversion then the database can be restored from the nightly backup. 

Use Search Catalog->Details->Volumes and/or Serial Reports-> Copy Listing->One Title with 
option "Include Items" to verify the conversion.  
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1.2 Professional Software and Cancer Cytopathology

If your library has the serial Cancer and you have managed its supplement Cancer 
Cytopathology as a separate title, then this software will place the Cancer issues into Cancer 
copy 1, and place the Cancer Cytopathology issues into Cancer copy 2.  

1.3 Import Serial Holdings from Professional Software
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1.4 Fields:  Import Serial Holdings from Professional Software

1.4.1 Field 1 Status of the Process:  60 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.  

1.4.2 Field 2 Function Keys

1.4.3 Field 3 Source of the File:  mandatory, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify where the file currently resides. Telnet applications must select Server. 
Graphical sessions may select either Server or Workstation.  If a graphical workstation selects 
Workstation, then the workstation's native file selection module is automatically invoked for the 
purpose of selecting the file on the workstation and transmitting it to the server.  

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
The Server
My Workstation

1.4.4 Field 4 Filename:  120 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the target filename. The filename must include the directory paths.  

Format:  It is any legal directory paths and filename for your server.  

Discussion:  If the source of the file is Workstation and the workstation is graphical, then this field 
is deactivated, and the file selection is made via the workstation's native file selection window. 
The filename is then displayed in this field, and the file is copied from the workstation to the 
server.  

1.4.5 Field 5 PS Conversion Menu:  

Purpose:  The PS menu sequentially processes the PS holdings.  

Function [1. Import File] copies the identified file from the Workstation to the Server. The file is 
then interpreted as a Professional Software "LIST OF ISSUES RECEIVED DURING SPECIFIED 
PERIOD" report. 

Function [2. Matching Report] tries to match the titles from the report with serial titles in the 
catalog. It lists the titles from the report that have matched serial titles in the catalog.  A title falls 
into one of three categories.  "Problem list of titles that do not match:" implies that there are no 
MARC bibs with a 245 $a or $a concatenated with $b for these PS titles.  If the title really is in the 
catalog you can force a match by editing the PS report to have the MARC bib 245 $a value (be 
careful not to change the layout of the PS Report or the import will fail), and then import the PS 
report again. Alternatively you can edit the MARC bib to match the corrupt PS title, and run the 
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function [2. Matching Report] again to match.  If you select the latter method, please restore the 
correct title once the conversion is done.  

Matching Report's "Problem list of titles that match more than once:" are conditions that can be 
resolved by either removing the duplicate bibs or editing the duplicate bibs' MARC 245 $a values 
so that they don't match (but please restore the correct titles once the conversion is done).  If you 
change a MARC bib then you can run the Import PS Serial Holdings function [2. Matching Report] 
again, and you will get a new report reflecting any title changes you have made.  Conversely, if 
you change the report then it must be imported again.  

Matching Report's "Good list of titles that match once" is the condition that is needed to load the 
holdings. 

Function [3. Update Holdings] converts the PS serial holdings into CyberTools holdings for the 
titles on the "Good list of titles that match once".  

Function [4. Exception Report] lists exceptions in the Update Holdings process. Issues may not 
be loaded if their volume can’t be determined. Also parts and supplements might not load if the 
issue they belong to can’t be determined.  

Function [5. Close] ends the PS conversion session.  
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